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ACROSS
1. Offend
5. "Grease" men?
11. "A little in each square, please!" breakfast sloganeer
15. Meticulous
16. Island state
17. Put out some candles, maybe
18. Catchphrase from a noted spokeschihuahua
21. Cricket or moth
22. Pen tip
24. Kind of tide
26. Dart
31. Ones with guest spots?
34. "Walk the dog" and "skin the cat," for two
37. The "e" of i.e.
38. Title for some womxn: Abbr.
39. Persuasively fake sick, say
40. International water near Texas?
42. "___ and a bottle of rum!"
45. Folk legends
46. Hillary ___ Clinton
48. Stimpy's onetime cartoon pal
49. Big ___
50. Playful dis that targets a parent
53. Black cats, maybe
55. www.morehouse.__
56. Supermodel Sastre
57. See 71-Across
59. Pudding fruit
61. Punk genre
63. Jumper cable?
67. Experiencing some growing pains, and a hint to 18-, 34-, 42-, and 50-Across
71. With 57-Across, Clark Kent's love
72. Some Starbucks orders
73. They're sought on Easter
74. Refuse
75. Pluses
76. ___ street

DOWN
1. Polite request
2. Privy to
3. Helpful page on a website, briefly
4. Articulate
5. Frat letter
6. Unit of service or soap
7. "Checkmate!"
8. Confirm
9. Dios's antagonist
10. Command to a boxer
11. Recedes
12. "The Wife" actress with 7 Oscar nods (and no wins! travesty!)
13. Pomade alternative
14. Evening prayer?
19. Finishes a whole cake?
20. Idiosyncratic
25. Arsonist
27. "Yup, we're doing this"
29. Black diamond, e.g.
30. Late-blooming flowers
31. "Listen up, good citizens!"
32. Charles who preceded Jane Pauley as host of "Sunday Morning"
33. Guy who's a yummy snack
35. ___Kosh B'Gosh
36. Under the weather
38. "Bro!"
41. "I FOUND you!"
43. Fictional planet of old TV
44. Stiletto, for one
47. Compadre
51. Gave a hard time
52. Musical family name
53. Burden
54. Apprentice, to a professional
58. Deep pit
60. Wee
62. Eight, for a start
64. Lady of note?
65. Bits of work
66. Online artisinal shop
67. Senior
68. Thanos, vis-à-vis Iron Man
69. Michelle of "Tall Girl"
70. Next of ___